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Story

Love, Humor, and Small and Big Problems in Life

Anna, Polly and Anouk all have very different goals after graduating high school, but this does not harm their

friendship. Quite the opposite: they have to stick together more tightly than ever. As there are a lot of things

about life as an adult that no one has prepared them for – not to mention their love lives! All these

experiences are shared on a joint Instagram account. In this humorous and touching New Adult series, Kyra

Groh shows that it's perfectly okay not to have a plan for life yet.

Two weeks in a luxury resort in Portugal - the perfect gift for graduation. Not for Anna, who would rather

spend the summer at home with her two best friends. But because she always puts her own wishes on hold,

she is now in the Algarve, lost between models and photographers. After escaping to a café, she befriends

Helena, who invites her to help out on her dog farm. There, Anna meets the guy again who she bumped into

at Frankfurt airport - not a good memory for both of them, as they instantly disliked each other. Fynn is not

Anna‘s type at all and sees nothing more in her than a Fashion Doll. So, definitely not a dreamboat she

could be falling for (she thinks) …
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• True-to-life stories for readers aged 14 and up

• Confident female protagonists with authentic conflicts and a hint of tasteful eroticism

• Stories about first steps towards independence: Career choices, fear of the future, knowing and accepting

yourself

• All stories are self-contained and can be read as standalones

More titles in this series

All That You Know About Me All That We Ever Were
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